Final Master Plan

6.

6.0 PHASE 4		

THE PLAN: GETTING BACK TO THE RIVER

The resounding Corridor redevelopment goals repeated by all participants during the consultation process were:
“We value the River Corridor as the green heart of our community. Nurturing and encouraging nature in all its forms in the Corridor is essential.”
“We really want to return to the River Corridor and have a balanced relationship with it.”
“We respect the power of the river and need to find a way to build on the natural processes that govern its seasonal fluctuations rather than fighting them.”
“We recognize the River Corridor has a special place in our history and culture and we want everyone who visits to make connections with the land and each other here.”
“We want to rebuild in a smart, economical and inspiring way leaving the Corridor a healthy, active and sustainable place for future generations.”
Building on the project’s guiding principles the Final Master Plan looks to ‘EDUCATE, RECREATE & CELEBRATE’ nature and culture in Brandon’s Central Park. This chapter outlines a holistic Master Plan for
“Getting Back to the River,” building on community wide strengths and partnerships to create a responsive, resilient and sustainable Corridor.
The 20-year Plan is broken into three key areas that require equal support and attention to achieve the transformation envisioned by Brandon Riverbank Inc., civic leaders and the public during this intensive
participatory planning process.

6.1 REGULATORY AND SPATIAL PLAN
6.2 OPERATIONAL PLAN
6.3 FUNDING AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
6.1 REGULATORY & SPATIAL PLAN
As described in Chapters 4 and 5 the existing River Corridor is a patchwork of public parks, naturalized zones, civil works, sports fields, and privately held lands that have evolved incrementally and independently
of each other. All Corridor lands, regardless of their previous state, function, and management were affected by the floods of 2011 and 2014 and will continue to be impacted by fluctuating water levels in the
Assiniboine River Watershed for the foreseeable future. It is time to look at the urban riverbank in Brandon in a different way and to redevelop accordingly. Over the next 20 years this Master Plan will help
the Corridor grow into a balanced living landscape where the history and contemporary role of the Assiniboine River is actively visible and shared with all who use it. On the broadest scale possible, Brandon
Riverbank Inc. and the City of Brandon will use the initiatives proposed by this Master Plan to become a leader in Sustainable Urban River Corridor Development. By taking the initiative Brandon will work towards
becoming the home of the Assiniboine River Basin Initiative’s office of co-operation, building knowledge, respect and positive relationships between all those who live within this dynamic regional watershed.
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To achieve a healthy and balanced urban River Corridor that respects people and nature, the Master Plan first considers ownership and general development controls within the flood plain and flood fringe lands
of the Corridor. Section 6.1.1 describes land assembly strategies and baseline development standards for the entire Corridor.
To ensure the Corridor develops in a connected and balanced manner the Master Plan moves on to consider developing complete and connected Corridor wide systems concurrently identifying where these
systems plug into City-wide networks of the same type. These Corridor wide flood mitigation, transportation, and vegetation systems are described in detail in section 6.1.2
Next, individual destinations are considered for their best future purpose within the Corridor given their location, physical characteristics, previous uses, public input and the recommendations of the broader
Brandon Greenspace Master Plan adopted by the City in February, 2015. Care has been taken to ensure each site in the Corridor provides high-quality resilient public recreation amenities in safe and appropriate
locations avoiding program and service duplication wherever possible. These sites are considered in detail in section 6.1.3.
Finally to support the ongoing investment in the ‘Return to the River’, the Plan recommends developing a series of pre-approved standardized Corridor elements that can be easily and repeatedly installed within
the Corridor without the need to undertake an extensive review and permitting processes with local and provincial approval authorities in each case (City/DFO/MB Conservation). These elements are described
in section 6.1.4.

6.1.1 ZONING, LAND ACQUISITIONS, BASELINE STANDARDS & APPROVALS
.1

ZONING
Currently the City does not carry a special zoning designation for lands within the flood plain and flood fringe zones of the River Corridor. Lands within these areas at the time of this study included:
PR Parks and Recreation, OS Open Space, DR Development Reserve and A Agricultural per Zoning bylaw 7124 Schedule B Map 2 (Figure 44), page 129.
To ensure clear development standards and restrictions can be applied to lands in the flood plain and flood fringe zones of the Corridor the study team recommends that the City consider two new zoning
categories (Long Term Re-Zoning Plan (Figure 45), page 131).
FEP
Floodplain Ecological Preserve (Passive Nature Preserve)
This designation would apply to all lands below the 1:100 year flood event 1184.74 (361m) or below. These areas should be prioritized as riverbank habitat. The bylaw should be amended to prioritize these areas
for protection if they are ecologically intact and natural regeneration or restoration if they have been disturbed by flood events. Recreational amenities on land with this designation should be restricted to small
pre-approved structures that can withstand inundation or be removed during flooding and informal unpaved trails.
FFPR Flood Fringe Parks and Recreation (Active Parks)
This designation would apply to all lands above the 1:100 year event 1184.87 (361m) and lands below that elevation protected by dikes. These areas should allow for a range of recreational uses such as athletics,
golf, free field play, play, walking, fitness, nature education, birding, gardening etc. Land with this designation can be naturalized or manicured and should be allowed to contain pre-approved flood resilient
structures, furnishings, lighting, trails, and signage per section 6.1.3. FFPR zones can contain custom public open space amenities such as skate shelters or performance venues, for example, as long as they
meet the standards for developing in the flood fringe and follow the necessary City of Brandon development approvals process. The City of Brandon Zoning Bylaws should be amended to include the baseline
standards in section 6.1.1.3 of this document for use in evaluating the appropriateness of proposed developments in these active flood fringe parks.
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.2

LONG TERM LAND ACQUISITION STRATEGY
If the River Corridor zone extents are superimposed over Zoning Bylaw 7124 Schedule B Map 2 parcels currently zoned Industrial Restricted (IR), Industrial General (IG), Agricultural (A), Commercial Arterial
(CAR) and Residential Low Density (RLD) fall within these boundaries. This is especially true for the ‘Flats’ neighbourhood bounded by 18th Street North and 4th Street North (E-W) and Assiniboine Avenue to
the south.
The City should work towards acquiring all lands currently within the River Corridor zone by establishing a land acquisition policy and reserve funds for this purpose. This would allow the City to negotiate land
exchanges or purchase lands outright as industrial, residential and commercial parcels within the Corridor boundaries become available. This strategy has already been successfully deployed with the land
transfer and development of the Ashley Neufeld Softball Complex due south of the primary dike in the ‘Flats’ neighbourhood.
As the lowest lands protected by the primary dike, the ‘Flats’ neighbourhood would be the most severely impacted should the primary dike ever be breached during extreme flood events. Given the low density
of development in this area, the City should work to gradually convert the north and east edges of the ‘Flats’ neighbourhood between the primary dike and Stikney Avenue (N-S) and 16th Street North and 4th
Street North (E-W) into passive recreational lands and naturalized areas that can eventually be amalgamated into the river corridor zone.

.3

BASELINE STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS
Elevation Thresholds by Development Type
To ensure permanent installations within the Corridor are properly located and elevated relative to flooding events the following minimum finished floor elevation guidelines should be followed for all projects
within the River Corridor:
• Four-season fully serviced building such as the Riverbank Discovery Centre. Minimum 362.4m unless already protected by a primary dike (Riverbank Discovery Centre is 362.4m).
• Seasonal washroom or skate change facility min 362.4m unless already protected by a primary dike.
• Open air shelters, shade structures, playgrounds and performance stages designed to withstand periodic short-term overland inundation minimum 361.5m unless already protected by a primary dike.
• Hard surface sport courts and sports fields minimum 361m unless already protected by a primary dike.
• Primary signage above 362m or protected by the primary dike. Secondary and interpretive signage - main content above 361.2m and designed to withstand periodic short term flooding.
• Zones where over-land flooding is allowed to occur must have a clear and unrestricted outlet set at a maximum elevation of 360.75m.
It should be noted that the crest elevation drops by 0.45 to 0.6m from the west to east within the Master Plan area. As a result structures on the east end of the Corridor could reasonably be set at 0.3m to 0.4m
below these standards.
Hydrological Impact Reviews
All development projects proposing major earthworks within the flood plain (wet side of the primary dikes) shall calculate the net water volume displacement created by these works with the assistance of a
professional civil engineer licensed to practice in Manitoba. Displacement should be as close to net zero as possible. These projects shall be sent to the City of Brandon Engineering Department and the Provincial
Flood Management Centre for hydrological impact review and approval in principle at the end of design development prior to entering the construction documents phase of work. All development projects on the
dry side of the dike will need to calculate the pre-development and post development storm water runoff on site and accommodate 1:25 year storm events per City of Brandon Bylaws.
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Bank Stabilization
All development projects in the River Corridor addressing undercut or destabilized riverbank conditions or proposing embankments, walls or terraces with a slope of 1:2 or steeper shall submit a proposed bank
stabilization and erosion control plan developed by a geotechnical engineer for review and approval by the City and Manitoba Conservation and DFO at the completion of Design Development.
Native and Adaptive Vegetation
A vegetation implementation, establishment and management plan will be developed by a landscape architect or ecologist and approved by a local conservation district and City prior to installation for all
vegetation types in the Corridor.
Vegetation in the Corridor will be managed without the use of any chemical pesticides and herbicides per current provincial pest control regulations. Species diversity should be encouraged in all areas. Vegetation
in the Corridor must meet the following minimum standards:
All lower flood plain vegetation to be native species propagated or field sourced within 50km of the Corridor. Flood Fringe vegetation can be composed of native or adaptive species developed on the prairies
from cross breeding of native stock. Wetlands and storm water retention ponds within the Corridor shall be planted with native aquatic / emergent species carefully located to meet individual species niche
exposure and moisture requirements.
All dike embankments and areas designated as prairie preserve shall be planted with native grass / forb species carefully located to meet individual species niche exposure and moisture requirements. Special
garden areas at high value tourism and recreation destinations like the Riverbank Discovery Centre can introduce horticultural cultivars as long as they are not invasive. Lawns and sports fields can remain
sodded. The City is encouraged to overseed areas that may be seasonally flooded with Ecolawn or approved equal to increase the species diversity and resiliency of turf areas.
Resilient Architecture & Building Materials
Unless selected from a series of pre-approved structures and details (see section 6.1.4), all new structures (buildings, arbours, open air shelters) and hardscape elements (paths, hard courts etc) in the River
Corridor shall be constructed to withstand repeated flooding and to be as sustainable as possible using off the grid technologies, recycled materials and rapidly renewable resources. Structures shall be designed
by a team of Architects (building or landscape) and Structural Engineers certified to practice in the province of Manitoba. All structures must be approved in principle by the City’s Engineering and Planning
Departments at the end of design development prior to proceeding to construction documents, permitting and installation.
Cultural Diversity and Consultations
All revitalization projects within the Corridor must address the archaeological and cultural history of the development site under consideration. Wherever possible cultural groups who will be major users of the
end space must be involved in the design process. In addition a First Nations advisor shall be appointed to the project to provide guidance on welcoming First Nations people back to the river. These advisors
shall be selected in cooperation with the Brandon Urban Aboriginal Peoples’ Council.
Public Art
All revitalization projects within the Corridor should integrate public art. This art can take many forms and shall include land art, objects, interpretive elements and ephemeral installations. BRI shall engage and
leverage resources within the City of Brandon, Manitoba Arts Council and Art Gallery of Southwestern Manitoba to secure funding, develop public art calls and manage the implementation of public art in the
Corridor. Should the City adopt a public art plan, works within the Corridor should be executed within this policy.
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6.1.2 CORRIDOR WIDE SYSTEMS AND ANCHORS
MAP 1 - HYDROLOGY (Figure 46)
All Master Plan greenspaces immediately adjacent to the riverbank will be developed to absorb the fluctuating water levels anticipated within the Corridor in the next century. The network of greenspaces along
the west side of the dike will flood out regularly to meet the recommendations provided by hydrological experts during the preliminary research phase of the study.

PRIMARY FLOOD PROTECTION LINE
The maximum height flood waters are expected to reach in the Corridor based on the 1:300 year normal set by the Provincial Flood Forecasting Centre is shown on Map 1 and all subsequent detailed development
area maps as a red line. This line does not represent a particular elevation as the Corridor itself drops by 0.45m to 0.6m moving west to east within the study area. This line is the relative indicator of the divide
between areas that will be wet and areas that will remain dry in a 1:100 year flood event. In addition Map 1 indicates the normal river channel in dark blue, highly flood-prone zones in light blue, shallow overland
flood prone fringe zones in green and fully flood-protected zones in yellow. These zones are overlaid on top of the proposed fully-built out plan to clearly demarcate the areas of the Master Plan that will act as
primary buffers to water and ice with little to no permanent infrastructure, the secondary fringe areas with resilient amenities that can absorb the swelling water levels like large sponges when floods crest and the
high ground that will stay dry where more permanent infrastructure has been located. This systematic approach creates a deliberate seasonally flooding landscape for the Corridor that works with river cycles.

SEASONAL FLOOD ABSORPTION ZONES AND OUTLET LOCATIONS
Part of the challenge with sites such as the Ducks Unlimited Wetland, Optimist Park and the portions of Canada Games Park near Andrews Field have been that they are low-lying basins with no functioning
outlet mechanisms for releasing flood waters back to the river. These areas are very flat and have little to no positive drainage towards outlets if they exist. Large black arrows terminated by a black box on the
map indicate key locations where seasonal flood control gates should be installed to allow BRI / the City to manage the absorption and discharge of water from these zones. All these zones should be regarded
to provide positive drainage towards these outlets.

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT ZONES
The Corridor also contains man made and natural retention areas that hold water after major rain events. These zones capture, treat and slowly discharge increasing levels of storm water runoff coming from
growing urban and agricultural developments upslope of the Corridor lands on the north and south bank of the river. The City is systematically improving this infrastructure. In 2015 a large detention area was
installed along Kirkcaldy Drive in tandem with primary dike improvements. Future plans include ongoing upgrades to retention ponds in the Wheat City Golf Course, a new retention area in the former soccer
fields due-east of Queen Elizabeth Park and the drainage channels due-south of the primary dike at Canada Games Park and Eleanor Kidd Gardens.

NATURAL OXBOWS AND SLOUGHS

Natural slough and oxbows in the Corridor such as the one existing in Queen Elizabeth Park or the Agriculture and Agrifood Canada Brandon Research Centre lands due north are shown in a slightly lighter
blue than the main river channel. These areas provide significant habitat and storm water holding capacity and should be allowed to evolve naturally over time. They should not be filled in or cut off from the river
without careful study and consideration of upstream and downstream effects to the Corridor.

MAN-MADE PONDS AND WETLANDS
The size and scope of the stormwater retention pond located north of the Riverbank Discovery Centre in 2015 came as a surprise to BRI. Recognizing that existing and new retention ponds and channels in
the Corridor need to double as drainage infrastructure as well as Corridor greenspace amenities the Master Plan shows integrated locations and linkages for these features. Existing and proposed retention
areas are shown in purple on Map 1.
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NORTH

NORTH

0

MAP 2 - TRANSPORTATION (Figure 47)
NON VEHICULAR ACCESS (pedestrians, bikes + non-car modes)
The ability to access and move through the River Corridor on foot or by other self-propelled means emerged as the most important priority of this Master Plan. As Brandon’s ‘Central Park’ the Corridor provides
the perfect opportunity to connect all the City’s neighbourhoods to each other via a robust network of trails.
The River Corridor covers more than 700 acres of land split almost evenly along the north and south shore of the river. A well developed trail network for a greenspace of this size needs to be composed of a fully
accessible, permanent, multimodal, flood-proof primary trail supported by a spectrum of less formal, secondary trails reaching into more diverse yet less accessible areas. The dikes can quickly and economically
double as the most feasible locations for the primary trail through the Corridor.
Due to the sheer size of the Corridor it is imperative that the primary trail is developed in a series of reasonably sized 2-5 km loops that service specific Corridor zones and that can be experienced within a 3060 minute time frame. As they are completed these primary trails will connect to form a 12 km long super trail between Queen Elizabeth Park in the southwest corner of the Corridor and Spirit Park (currently
Optimist Park) in the northeast corner of the Corridor. Over time informal trails can extend as far as Turtle Crossing Campground and Green Spot Home & Garden Centre eventually connecting the two sides of
the river with seasonal rope bridges to create a 17.6 km long Corridor day loop.
The Corridor runs the length of the City east to west spanning more than 6 km as the crow flies and linking neighbourhoods on both sides of the river. It is essential that the Corridor network become fully linked
to every City of Brandon active transportation route, bridge crossing and neighbourhood trail feeding into it. The trail network developed for the Master Plan is organized as follows:

PRIMARY TRAILS
Primary trails will be 2 lane - 3.0m (10’) wide minimum paved with asphalt on granular A-base or compacted A-base with a re-purposed cementitious lime sludge topping. Wherever possible they will be located
on the primary dike. The primary trail route will occasionally need to dip below this line at Bridge underpasses or along the 1st Street Bridge where the highway will be allowed to be flooded during severe flood
events. The primary trail will be divided into the following loops:
Heart of the Corridor Loop (3.2km) Orange Line
Route: Starting at 18th Street and Kirkcaldy Drive running southeast along the primary dike through the Riverbank Discovery Centre turning south and crossing the river on the Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge
trail, returning west along the south dike (John Avenue) and north over the 18th Street Bridge (east side) to the starting point.
Southwest Riverbank Loop (5.2km) Yellow Line
Route: Starting at 18th Street Underpass running east along south dike (John Avenue) turning south onto 4th Street North, returning west via Assiniboine Avenue to McDonald Avenue via the 18th Street
Underpass turning north on 21st Street North through Andrews Field and returning east along the south dike (John Avenue) back to the 18th Street Underpass.
Northwest Riverbank Loop (5.2km) Blue Line
Route: Starting at Kirkcaldy Drive and Paterson Crescent south along the Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge Trail over the 8th Street Bridge turning east onto Pacific Avenue, turning north over the 1st Street Bridge
and along existing 1st Street trail, returning west to its starting point via existing route on Kirkcaldy Drive.
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SECONDARY TRAILS
Secondary trails will range from 1.8m concrete, asphalt or granular park paths to completely informal user-developed dirt-packed trails.
Park Specific Loops - Black Solid Line --------These walkways will provide accessible internal circulation within each Corridor destination. Exact finishes of these pathways, sidewalks and trails will vary depending on the location. These trails will stay dry
most of the time but may briefly need to be closed during extreme flood events.
Informal Riverbank Networks - Black Dashed Line - - - - These most informal dirt packed trails are located in the lowest lying nature-first zones of the Corridor. They will become informal nature observation, hiking, off road biking, cross country skiing and snowshoeing
routes in the Corridor. Often located in the lowest lying areas closest to the river these trails will frequently be flooded and may even periodically be erased from the landscape to be regenerated by return users
over time.
Long Term Day Loop (17.6km) Pink Line
The long-term day loop connects the major independently-run public and private anchors of the Corridor to the more central Corridor destinations. These extensions east and west would capitalize on a
combination of existing City active transportation routes and existing informal trails on private property filling in the gaps with additional comparable trail segments and seasonal river crossings.
West Extension tying into Southwest Corridor Loop:
From 18th Street and Kirkcaldy Drive running west via informal trails through Agriculture Agrifood Canada Brandon Research Centre lands to Turtle Crossing Campground, crossing the river via seasonal rope
ferry to the Wheat City Golf Course, returning east along McDonald Avenue to 26th Street North, following the south dike (John Avenue) back to the 18th Street Bridge.
East Extension tying into Northeast Corridor Loop:
From 1st Street and Pacific Avenue along existing trails to the Green Spot Home & Garden Centre, further east through the future Assiniboine Food Forest turning north over the river via a seasonal rope ferry
to the north bank returning west via informal riverbank trails to Spirit Park (currently Optimist Park), reconnecting south over the 1st Street Bridge.

TRAIL NETWORK CONNECTORS AND AMENITIES
The trail network described in the previous section requires special connectors to make strong links at key locations and a standardized set of amenities throughout to become fully accessible and user-friendly
for all ages and abilities. These special and standardized features are as follows:
Underpasses (Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge, 1st and 18th Street Bridges)
The trail system will not achieve full connectivity without the refurbishment of underpasses at the 1st Street and 18th Street Bridges and the addition of accessible switchbacks into Dinsdale and Optimist Parks
from the 1st Street Bridge.
18th Street Bridge Underpass
Re-introduce an underpass on the south bank of the river, under the 18th Street Bridge, connecting the new Winter Park with Eleanor Kidd Park. Run the underpass at its previous elevation as close to the
underside of the Bridge deck as walking/cycling clearances allow. Return the trail south sloping up towards the top of the primary dike as quickly as possible on both sides to minimize the amount of trail that will
be vulnerable to flooding and ice damage (on the west side). Underpasses are shown in more detail on Map 5 (Figure 33).
1st Street Bridge Underpass:
Elevate the underpass under the new 1st Street Bridge bringing the finished surface of the main trail as high as possible while maintaining pedestrian/cyclist clearances to the underside of the bridge deck.
Shallow out existing embankment and reinforce with additional rip-rap extending 10m beyond the edge of the bridge on either side. Underpass is shown in more detail on Map 7 (Figure 35).
1st Street Bridge Redevelopment Switchback Access:
Ensure that new sidewalks planned for both sides of the new 1st Street Bridge connect to trails in Dinsdale and Spirit (Optimist) Parks. Due to the steep grade of the embankment onto the 1st Street Bridge on
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the north side of the river these trails will need to curve around and switch back to meet existing trail elevations at a slope not exceeding 5%. Switchbacks are shown in more detail on Map 7 (Figure 35).
Bridges (Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge + Seasonal Crossings)
Although all modes of transportation can cross the river via the 1st and 18th Street Bridges these main arteries provide a less intimate or connected experience than the Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge or previous
seasonal rope ferry crossings near Queen Elizabeth Park. The following developments are required to provide pedestrian-first access and complete important Corridor trail loops that connect the two sides
of the river at more frequent intervals:
Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge Access and North Hill to Downtown Connectivity:
The Red Willow Trail is the main north-south active transportation route through the City connecting the North Hill neighbourhoods with downtown Brandon. It is also an essential segment in two primary trail
loops. Develop an elevated steel and wood boardwalk on the north and south side of the river connecting the Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge to flood-proof elevations at Riverbank Discovery Park and John
Avenue (primary dike south bank). Please note that earthwork with large culverts was considered as a less expensive option for these essential users. The boardwalk solution was ultimately selected because
it provides the least resistance to the flow of water and debris under this bridge during flooding events causing the least amount of unforeseen upstream and downstream consequences. Active transportation
connectivity between the North Hill neighbourhoods and Downtown HUB is achieved via a north-south route that relies on the Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge to cross the Assiniboine River and the 8th Street
Bridge to cross the CP Rail Main Line.
In the summer of 2015 (concurrent with, but separate from this study) the 82-year-old 8th Street Bridge was closed to vehicular traffic due to safety concerns. After conducting an extensive structural and
economic review of the existing conditions and remediation options for the 8th Street Bridge, City Council voted to demolish the existing bridge and explore the redevelopment of a pedestrian crossing for this
area (April 5, 2016). The recommendation (above) to upgrade the flood prone access points to the Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge are dependent on the ability to complete the connection to Downtown Brandon
via the 8th Street Bridge. All efforts should be made to maintain this essential north-south active transportation connection through the city by addressing both the Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge access and the
8th Street Railway Pedestrian Crossing as soon as possible.
Seasonal Crossings:
Pedestrian-based seasonal crossing called ‘rope ferries’ (dashed black line across the river) should be used as seasonal crossings where the river is very shallow. Long-range plans for the Corridor should reestablish these informal style crossings at Queen Elizabeth Park, the Wheat City Golf Course and due east of Green Spot Home & Garden Centre past 17th Street East.
Trailheads
Primary Trailheads (larger T symbols) are located at the most visible and important access points to the Corridor. They include 18th Street and Kirkcaldy Drive, 18th Street and the south dike, Red Willow Trail
and the south dike, Kirkcaldy Drive and 1st Street, 26th Street North and McDonald Avenue, and Spirit Park along 1st Street. These trailheads are the gateways to the Corridor. They would typically include a 9.1m
(30’) diameter landing with a standardized “Welcome to the River Corridor” sign, integrated solar lighting, built in benches, a Corridor wayfinding map and announcement board, shade trees or shade structure,
a waste receptacle and public art. All trailheads should be landscaped with seasonally vibrant shrubs and perennials providing interest in all seasons. Most trailheads will be located on top of the primary dike
and will also require slope reshaping, switchback sidewalks and landscape steps to become fully accessible gateways to the Corridor. As the most highly visible indicators of Brandon’s largest greenspace from
major roadways, primary trailheads should include a lit vertical beacon that changes colour depending on water levels on the river that can been seen over the tree canopy from surrounding neighbourhoods or
approaching cars.
Secondary Trailheads (smaller T symbols) are located at the beginning of a section of trail with a unique story or habitat. These trailheads should focus on introducing the natural, historic or cultural significance
of the special area ahead while providing users a place to rest. Secondary trailheads would typically include a 6m (20’) diameter landing with a trailhead sign, integrated solar lighting, built in benches, shade
trees, a waste receptacle and interpretive elements (sculpture/information sign/ etching etc).
Overlooks (Small O Symbols along the primary dike)
Overlooks are located at regular intervals ranging between 20-50m along primary or secondary trails with significant views to the River Corridor or other special Corridor features. Overlook locations are carefully
selected to encourage users to linger and enjoy all the Corridor has to offer. These 3.6m (12’) wide half circular spaces project off the main trail and are supported by a terrace wall or modified embankment when
located on top of the primary dike or other elevated slopes. Each node should include a built in bench, solar lighting, shade trees, shrubs and where appropriate interpretive signage about a special part of the
Corridor that can be seen from that particular vantage point.
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VEHICULAR ACCESS (buses, cars + emergency vehicles)
One of the biggest strengths of the Assiniboine River Corridor is that it is a pedestrian-first recreation zone that cars have minimal access to. Most Corridor users drive to the edge of a particular greenspace within
the Corridor, park and visit the Corridor for several hours. Driving to, and parking in, the Corridor is extremely convenient and accessible to young families, users with limited mobility and the elderly. Although
developing a strong trail network and increased bus service to the Corridor will decrease dependence on the car and improve other ways of getting to the Corridor, it will always be important to provide good
access and sufficient parking for this key greenspace in the City.
The Master Plan recommends the following investment in improving vehicular access to the Corridor:

DRIVE AND PARK ACCESS (on Map 2 and various detail maps)
Most sites within the Corridor have good access via short internal roads with parking pods ranging between 20-50 stalls. Consolidated and expanded parking on higher ground is recommended for Queen
Elizabeth and Canada Games Park (see also Map 6). A distinct parking pod should also accompany the redevelopment of Discovery Park west of Conservation Drive. New parking cells are recommended for
Winter Park (Map 6) and Spirit Park (Map 7). It would also be beneficial to add a small parking cell at the end of 15th Street North southeast of Eleanor Kidd Park.
Parking cells should remain under 50 cars and should be located on the edge of the Corridor close to access points to limit their impact on the Corridor. New parking cells should be granular unless they are
developed at the Riverbank Discovery Centre where all permanent parking should be asphalt. At least 1 accessible stall for every 20 stalls should be provided in every lot. Parking lots should include solar lighting,
Corridor wayfinding signs, refuse bins and direct access to trails. These lots should be developed as close to primary and secondary trailheads as possible.

DRIVE THROUGH ACCESS
Greenspaces in the Corridor such as Dinsdale Park, Spirit Park, Queen Elizabeth Park and Winter Park will rely on an internal road and boat parking to achieve full programming objectives. In particular the
Winter Park will require a full loop to keep the drive through Festival of Lights tradition alive and accessible to its primary audience of young families and seniors.

OVERFLOW PARKING
Flexibility in providing overflow parking for seasonal large-scale events such as tournaments, festivals and concerts is essential to the success of several destinations in the Corridor including the Riverbank
Discovery Centre and Canada Games Park. Overflow parking can be accommodated on lawns as shown in detail on Maps 3 and 5.

BUS ACCESS
The Corridor can also be accessed by transit although in a fairly limited capacity at this time. Routes 4, 5, and 6 have routes with stops within 500m of the Corridor limits. BRI and Brandon Transit should work
together to test a summer pilot program with a weekend Assiniboine River Corridor route like much like the City of Winnipeg’s Downtown Spirit Route. Route 5 North Hill Assiniboine should include a stop at the
Riverbank Discovery Centre.

EMERGENCY AND MAINTENANCE ACCESS
All greenspace destinations in the Corridor will maintain full access for fire and paramedic vehicles. In addition all trails located on top of the primary dike will be developed in a manner that can support periodic
vehicle access. The finish on top of the dikes will act as a level base for additional sandbag/wet dam technologies that may become necessary during flooding emergencies.
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WATER ACCESS
The ability to access and use the waters of the Assiniboine River is the third most important priority of this Master Plan (following trails and habitat regeneration). As Brandon’s only waterfront the river provides
singular opportunities for urban water recreation activities such as water skiing, canoeing, kayaking, paddle boarding, fishing and boating. Unpredictable river levels, currents, and seasonal temperatures make
public skating and swimming on the river impossible for the City’s risk management department to support. For these reasons these amenities were not considered as viable uses on the river itself but have been
accommodated in other locations throughout the Corridor.
There are 12.6km of navigable waters in the River Corridor between Turtle Crossing Campground and the Green Spot Home & Garden Centre. Due to the extensive riverbank damage caused by the 2011 and
2014 floods, this segment of the Assiniboine River is currently only accessible from one location - the Brandon Water Ski Club docks at Dinsdale Park.
Truly ‘Getting Back to the River” requires the re-introduction of functional, flexible and durable water access of various scales and sizes at appropriate locations throughout the Corridor. The Master Plan
recommends the following measures to achieve fun and safe access to the water for all:

GETTING IN THE WATER (Map 2 and detail maps)
Access for motorized and non-motorized watercraft opens up an additional 86+ acres of Corridor surface area (the river) for residents and visitors to enjoy through direct - tactile experiences on water.
Boat Launches:
Two new motorized boat launches are proposed in the Corridor: one in Queen Elizabeth Park and one in Spirit Park (currently Optimist Park). These boat launches should be 2-bay 60’ wide reinforced concrete
inclined water ramps armoured with rip-rap bank stabilization 20m upstream and 10m downstream of the launch location. Launches should be equipped with safety signage (see below), a first aid station and a
solar light. Both launches include ample truck and trailer access, turnaround and parking space immediately adjacent to the launch area.
Large Portable Docks:
Install several large docks for canoe and kayak access to the Corridor in Spirit Park and in Queen Elizabeth Park. Dock systems are to be modular, easy to retract or roll onto maintenance vehicles for quick removal
and storage in the fall or during possible flash flood events. Suggested manufacturers include Matrax Modular Portable Floating Dock System, Roll-n-Go onshore portable docks, Hewitt lifts and roll-a-dock.
Seasonal Fishing Docks:
Seasonal small scale 1.8m wide by 1.8-2.4m long portable palette docks should be installed at regular intervals along stable low-lying riverbank flats. These easy to deploy and collect low-cost docks are planned
for Dinsdale, Queen Elizabeth, Eleanor Kidd, Spirit and Winter Parks.
Beaches:
Beaches should be installed using clean sand fill only in protected areas where shallow water access for novice canoe, kayak and paddle boat users is desirable. At this time the Master Plan recommends only
one man-made beach in the heart of the Corridor immediately adjacent to the Riverbank Discovery Centre in the existing cove in this location. This area is uniquely suited to a seasonal boat rental facility run in
partnership by local wilderness outfitter(s) with support from BRI. Signage prohibiting swimming should be prominent in this area (see below for more on water safety).
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MOVEMENT ON THE WATER
Much thought and debate went into determining whether or not to segregate motorized and non-motorized watercraft in the urban River Corridor. The Master Plan allows all types of watercraft throughout the
Corridor however boat launches and docks are strategically located to encourage the following predominant uses:
Motorized River Zones:
Motorized watercraft boat launches are located at the west and east end of the Corridor. The launch in Spirit Park is down river of the 3rd Street Dam and therefore only allows these motorized boat users to
travel east of Brandon with their watercraft. The launch at Queen Elizabeth Park allows movement in both directions however the shallow island and sandbars near the water intake east of this park will most
likely encourage motorized craft to travel west. Water ski enthusiasts will most likely limit their motorized boat use to the ski course running parallel to Dinsdale Park.
Non-Motorized River Zones:
All parts of the river are accessible to non-motorized craft, however those learning on rental equipment will most likely remain between the 18th Street Bridge and Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge where there is a
very low possibility of encountering a motorized watercraft.

SAFETY ON THE WATER
Safety on the river is of paramount importance. Prominent use at your own risk and ‘Rules of the River Signage’ should be developed and installed at all water access points. Even the small portable fishing
docks must indicate that the user takes full responsibility for their actions while near the water.
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MAP 3 - VEGETATION (Figure 48)
Most Corridor users cite the loss of all things green regardless of whether they connect with natural habitat or manicured landscapes, as the most significant loss suffered by the River Corridor during the recent
and unprecedented flood events of 2011 and 2014. This was repeatedly cited as one of the main reasons users avoid the River Corridor.
Many planning process participants have had a very difficult time adjusting to the barren, silt-covered, unfamiliar driftwood landscape left behind by these events. However, just within the span of this study, barren
swaths of land in the Corridor transformed themselves from barren wasteland into the vigorous first flush of returning vegetation. So much so as to send a new wave of panic that invasive species could prevent
the ‘right’ species from re-establishing themselves in sensitive flood plain and flood-fringe zones.
Determining the most sustainable, resilient and fiscally responsible approach to landscape restoration for the Corridor was the second most important initiative to arising from the planning process (following
closely behind a trail network). The assessment of the existing ecological condition of the Corridor that informs this system can be found in Chapter 4. Working closely with local conservation districts and others
at Brandon University who have been studying the Corridor for decades, Native Plant Solutions recommends the following re-vegetation strategy for the Corridor:

“NATURE FIRST” NATURALIZATION AND STABILIZATION ZONES
Low-lying flood plain and flood fringe zones of the Corridor that form the first line of defense against flood waters are designated as nature first zones where natural habitat restoration will outweigh human access
and use. The location and elevation of each nature first area determined the type of habitat that would be fostered there and to what degree it would be assisted by human interventions.

RIVER BOTTOM FOREST NATURAL REGENERATION (dark green)
These areas on the Corridor landscape will flood regularly. They are removed from high use traffic areas and should be monitored and managed as they regenerate on their own. This will take time and depend
on the frequency and severity of flooding in the Corridor over the next 20 years. Dead stands of trees should be left in place to provide soil stability and protected spaces for regeneration. The biggest threat to
natural regeneration in these areas will be noxious weeds migrating from nearby disturbed sites. An annual weed monitoring and eradication program should be implemented with the assistance of a professional
ecologist who would lead a ‘weed team’ volunteer group organized by BRI. It would be mutually beneficial to tie this type of program into educational curriculum and student work at the secondary and post
secondary level. Invasive species should be monitored in the spring and removed mid-summer and late fall every year. This volunteer team can also track the appearance and density of various native species
that are re-colonizing the banks.
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RIVER BOTTOM FOREST ASSISTED REGENERATION (purple)
These areas of the Corridor landscape will also flood regularly however they are located in high traffic and high visibility zones in the Corridor. These areas have been cleared of deadfall by the City’s Risk
Management Department because of their proximity to human users and permanent infrastructure that could be injured as these trees decompose on their own. These zones will also require all of the monitoring
and weed control programs as described above. In addition to this passive approach, these zones will also require some minor grading and live-staking or bare root planting to speed up the regeneration process
and encourage slightly more diverse vegetation pockets driven by microchanges in topography. Live-staking is the process of taking a dormant cutting of native species such as dogwood or willow and placing
the cutting into a 0.6m deep pre-drilled hole (see below image). Bare root planting is the heeling-in of field dug native species that have been dug up and had most of the parent soil material removed from around
their roots. Both of these methods allow large quantities of plants to be propagated very economically. Due to their dormant states, small size and aggressive species’ characteristics these plantings have a good
chance of becoming established despite ongoing flood events.

GRASSLANDS (yellow)
These are landscape areas abutting high traffic manicured zones that are best suited to short and tall grass prairie habitat establishment based on the elevation and exposure of the land they will occupy.
Grassland habitat can vary based on microclimate and moisture conditions but is typically a mixture of carefully located grasses, wildflowers and shrubs. These complex habitats will require careful soil
preparation, seeding, overseeding, protective fencing, biweekly monitoring during establishment, regular integrated weed management plan in the first 2 years, and native grass management plan - controlled
burning every 5-10 years - to become healthy and mature landscapes. Grasslands should be designed and installed by specialists (recommended Native Plant Solutions or Prairie Habitats). BRI should work
with these specialists to train local trades and students at Assiniboine Community College and Brandon University as part of this process building capacity for this type of work within Brandon.
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WETLANDS (bright blue)
These are landscape areas abutting high traffic manicured zones best suited to wetland and riparian habitat establishment based on the elevation and exposure of the land they will occupy. Wetland habitat can
vary based on microclimate and moisture conditions but is typically a mixture of carefully located emergents, aquatics, sedges, grasses, and shrubs. These complex habitats will require careful slope and soil
preparation, controlled water levels, seeding, bare root inter planting, protective fencing, biweekly monitoring during establishment, and regular integrated weed management plan in the first 2 years to become
healthy and mature landscapes. Wetlands should be designed and installed by specialists such as Ducks Unlimited, Native Plant Solutions or Prairie Habitats. BRI should work with these specialists to train local
trades and students at Assiniboine Community College and Brandon University as part of this process, building capacity for this type of work within Brandon.

“PEOPLE FIRST” MANICURED LANDSCAPES AND SPORTS FIELDS
Higher parts of the Corridor and greenspaces protected by dikes are designated as people first zones. In this zone recreational use will dictate the types of vegetation that are appropriate for each development
area. These areas will use cultivated native and adaptive tree, shrub, perennial, grass and ground cover species appropriate to the region and the specific climactic conditions of the space.
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DIKE REVEGETATION (pink)
Dikes throughout the Corridor landscape have been recently installed or reshaped, or will soon be modified to meet new flood protection elevations. Understandably, emergency earthworks did not include a
topsoil, finish grading and planting program for the dike embankments and new dike constructions. Either no finish has been applied at all or a Kentucky Bluegrass monoculture has been seeded without aftercare
in these areas. As a result most of the dikes in the Corridor have been colonized by invasive weed species such as leafy spurge and sweet clover. These weeds are migrating to vulnerable riverbank habitat zones
outcompeting native species and threatening riverbank regeneration. Unfinished dikes should be weeded, finish graded with fertile topsoil from a local source, seeded with a mixture of native grasses and forbs,
covered with biodegradable erosion control blankets and interplanted with regularly spaced clumps of nursery grade trees and shrubs as soon as possible. Newly constructed dikes finished with monocultures
of Kentucky Bluegrass should be overseeded or slit seeded with native grasses and interplanted with clumps of nursery grade trees and shrubs to encourage shade and species diversity. Once dike banks are
fully vegetated they should be maintained as low-mow zones that are only cut once or twice a year, or as required.
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BANK STABILIZATION (black)
Many sections of riverbank have experienced severe scouring or undercutting leaving behind unsafe slopes or overhangs. Vulnerable riverbank zones adjacent to high value infrastructure such as bridges
and permanent buildings should be finished with loose or mortared-in-place boulder rip-rap to slow down further erosion of these banks. Other less easily accessed undercut areas should be signed for public
awareness and safety and left to regenerate or wash away with the natural process of the river over time.

LAWNS AND FIELDS (light green)
Many of the active fields and lawns in the main Corridor Parks have been adversely affected by flooding. These areas are uneven with bare spots and large swaths of noxious weeds such as dandelion and
quack grass, and are currently maintained by the City with large ride-on mowing equipment. To reduce maintenance demands and establish healthy lawns these areas should be top-dressed and overseeded
with more resilient and lower-maintenance lawns composed of fine mixed fescues. Scotts Turf Builder Tall Fescue Mix, Pickseed Ultrashade or Wildflower Farms EcoLawn are recommended for this work which
can be completed by landscape contractors or City staff.

GARDENS AND CULTIVATED LANDSCAPES (orange)
A new garden should be established around the Riverbank Discovery Centre and can be developed into horticultural gardens to replace the loss of this type of Corridor amenity at Eleanor Kidd Park (see also
Map 4 Figure 32). In all other intensively used landscapes of the Corridor mass plantings of regionally adapted horticultural cultivars should replace foreign cultivars and annuals. Shade trees are very important
in People First areas. 2.4m tall minimum deciduous and 1.8m tall minimum coniferous trees should be planted throughout the Corridor (see Maps 4-8).
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